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During more than fifty years many Research Reactors were constructed under Russian projects,

and that is a considerable contribution to the world reactor building. The designs of Research

Reactors, constructed under Russian projects, appeared to be so successful, that permitted to raise

capacity and widen the range of their application. The majority of Russian Research Reactors being

middle-aged are far from having their designed resources exhausted and are kept on the intensive

run still. In 2000 "Strategy of nuclear power development in Russia in the first half of XXI century"

was elaborated and approved. The national nuclear power requirements and possible ways of its

development determined in this document demanded to analyze the state of the research reactors

base.

The analysis results are presented in this report. The main conclusion consists in the following

statement: on the one hand quantity and experimental potentialities of domestic Research Reactors

are sufficient for the solution of reactor materials science tasks, and on the other hand the

reconstruction and modernization appears to be the most preferable way of research reactors

development for the near-term outlook. At present time the modernization and reconstruction works

and works on extension of operational life of high-powered multipurpose M1R-M1, SM-3, IRV-1M,

BOR-60, IVV-2M and others are conducted. There is support for the development of Research

Reactors, intended for carrying out the fundamental investigations on the neutron beams. Toward

this end the Government of Russia gives financial and professional support with a view to complete

the reactor PIK construction in PINPh and the reactor IBR-2 modernization in JINR. In future

prospect Research Reactors branch in Russia is to acquire the following trends:

limited number of existent scientific centers, based on the construction sites, with high flux

materials testing research reactors, equipped with experimental facilities;

reactor PIK, satisfying Russian and foreign requirements for beam experiments in the range

of nuclear physics, condensed matter physics and other fundamental investigations;

pulsed reactors;

- eventually, ADS draw growing attention lately; these plants can compete with RR as neutron

sources for some task solutions.

In the report the results of new engineering developments by the designs of reactors under

reconstruction and modernization are presented, as well as the results for experimental

arrangements of different purposes for these reactors:

- IREN:

- Steam-water loop PVP-3 (reactor MIR.M1);

- Medical channel for BNCT (reactor IRT, MEPhl).
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Problem of selection of high-powered universal Research Reactor type and design of next

generation also exists in the face of Russian experts. They have 5-10 years to solve this problem.

Russia is ready for cooperation in the field of development, construction and utilization in future

of new research reactor, which can be built in Europe instead of decommissioned ones.
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ATTEMPTS IN TURKEY AND
THE FIRST LICENSED SITE OF TURKEY
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In this paper, detailed information regarding Turkey's past attempts for the construction of a

nuclear power plant and site survey studies conducted for this plant is given. Also, some

important characteristics of the first licensed NPP site of Turkey, namely Akkuyu, are

summarized.

Turkey is a fast developing country and has limited indigenous energy resources, therefore

needs to import energy. For the purpose of diversification of imported energy resources, there

were four attempts made for the construction of an NPP in the past. However, all of them failed

due to technical, economical and/or political reasons. Akkuyu site has been selected among

around 25 candidate sites for the reasons that bulky materials can be transported there by sea; it is

located near the major electricity demand centers; soil-structure interaction and slab stability are

suitable for the construction of a NPP; its surrounding is one of the most sparsely populated areas

of Turkey; and it is seismically the most stable region in earthquake-prone Turkey, e.g.. TEK was

granted a site license for the Akkuyu by General Secretariat of Atomic Energy Commission on

June 1976. Detailed investigations have been carried out on the site to make the suitability of the

site definite and to precisely define the design basis site parameters for the approval of them.
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